E-2C ADDENDUM:
A. INSTALLING THE ELEVATORS:
1. As pictured below, the elevator’s metal joiner and elevator control horn are not preinstalled
between the elevators as supplied from the factory.

2. During tail section assembly, when test-fitting the elevator joiner and the elevator’s CA
hinges, guide the bent ends of the elevator joiner into their openings in the elevators, center
the elevator control horn, gently bend the joiner to match the horizontal stabilizer’s dihedral,
glue the ends of the joiner into the elevators, apply CA adhesive to the hinges, and hold
both halves of the elevator in alignment until the glue is cured fully. If necessary, carefully
bend the elevator joiner to ensure the elevators are aligned with each other.
B. INSTALLING THE RETRACTABLE NOSE GEAR:
1. Since two flat spots are pre-ground on the same side of the retract mechanism’s shaft, the
nose wheels would point at 90-degrees to the direction of travel if both flat spots are used.
2. We recommend using a 1mm Allen wrench to attach the nose wheel strut with its
preattached nose wheels at its flat spot on the retract mechanism’s shaft.
3. Align and secure the nose
wheel’s steering arm at
90-degrees to the nose
wheel strut as pictured at
the right.
(If desired, file or grind a
new approx. 0.3mm deep
flat spot at 90-degrees to
the original flat spot to
help align and secure the
nose wheel steering arm.)

Nose wheel strut

Steering arm

C. APPLYING THE INCLUDED MARKINGS:
All markings are stickers, decals. Trim around each one, peel the marking from its backing,
then position and stick the markings as shown in the video and on the following two pages.
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You might also be interested to view our YouTube video that provides more detail about how to
position large stickers at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEYW1oI3JJs. We are using
YouTube to keep our customers advised of new products, to share the results of our initial/test
flights, and to share helpful ‘how to’ videos. If you haven’t already done so, we invite you to
subscribe to our YouTube channel at https://www.youtube.com/user/Maxfordusa.
If questions remain or arise or to order additional quality R/C hobby items or replacement parts,
call us at 562-529-3988. Our hours are 9 AM to 5 PM Pacific time, Monday thru Friday except
national holidays. Happy Landings!
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